The Committee reviewed and approved the following proposals:

**New Program**
Autism Spectrum Disorder and Intellectual Disabilities (MA)  Phyllis Jones

Approved with minor corrections requested:
1) Match data on page 1 to respective Tables
2) Edit to Catalog copy to reflect minimum hours as 36 and correction of course EDF 6606 to EDF 6544
3) Correction to page 2 – 1b – should refer to plan “3” not plan “2”
4) Correction to page 19 – Should read “Co-PRE-requisite” not “Co-requisite” for consistency

**Corrected Copy Received**

**Program Changes**
Nursing (DNP)  Add Stats course to requirements for DNP  Mary Webb

**Concentration Changes**
Public Health (MPH)
- Accelerated Health Ed  change requirements  Kay Perrin
- Health Education  change out a course  Kay Perrin
- Socio-health Sciences  change reqs and hours from 45 to 47 min  Kay Perrin

**Certificate Changes**
Florida Digital Educator  change curriculum requirements  Tina Hohlfield
Florida Digital Educator  change required to elective  Tina Hohlfield
Molecular Medicine  change curriculum requirements  Michael Barber
Web Design  change curriculum requirements  Tina Hohlfield

**New Courses (submitted with the Program Change to the DNP)**
NGR 7xxx  Fund of Stats for Clinicians  Mary Webb

Approved pending correction to course description- addition of note regarding “clinical applications”
The following items were tabled for the November meeting:

Program Changes
Urban and Community Design (MUCD)  Change hours from 39 to 45  Trent Green

New Certificates
Concepts and Tools of Epidemiology  Heather Stockwell

The following was WITHDRAWN BY DEPARTMENT

New Course
ESI 6638 Engineering Data Mining  Qiang Huang
College withdrew course since another data mining course is available within the College

IN REVIEW BY CHAIR

Course Changes -
FIN 6406  Financial Management  reduce from 3 credits to 2 credits  Scott Belsey

PENDING FACULTY ACTION/RESPONSE

Approved pending corrections to forms

New Courses –

Pending update to learning objectives
EIN 6931  New Product Development  Kingsley A. Reeves, Jr.
Pending confirmation of program fit – both are ELECTIVES. In addition need to correct learning objectives (match to learning outcomes or revise)

Pending correction to learning outcomes:
ENC 6266  Professional and Technical Communication  Alma Bryant/Prof Zoetewey
Dr. Bryant forwarded request to Prof Zoetewey for response.
PET 6091  Topics in Strength and Conditioning  Bill Campbell
PET 6256  Sport in Society: Contemporary Issues  Robert Mertzman
PET 6339  Neuromuscular Aspects of Exercise Physiology  Bill Campbell
PET 6352  Cardio respiratory Aspects of Exercise Physiology  Bill Campbell
PET 6472  Legal Aspects of Physical Activity  JoAnn Eckhoff-Shemek
PET 6536  Research methods in Exercise Science  Marcus Kilpatrick

Course Changes -
PHC 6507  Health Education Methods  change pre-reqs, title to Health Ed Intervention Methods  Kay Perrin
Pending revision to objectives and information on topics.

FOR INFORMATION ONLY

Other Curriculum – previously approved but still pending revision for SCNS or Registrar’s Submission:
EEX 6346 – approved 5/4/09 – pending department confirmation for course number and action (new or change?)
UCD courses – approved 7/7/10; UCD does not exist as prefix; College must submit proposal to create – pending College action
Certificate – Military Counseling – approved 1/11/10- pending concurrence from Rehab, Nursing, Social Work

****************************************************

Next Scheduled Meetings
1-3 p.m., October 18, 2010 – Graduate Council
1-3 p.m., November 1, 2010 – Curriculum Meeting